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Common Issues

• Mistyping email address or using your personal email address.
• Mistyping passwords
• Forgetting passwords
• Not checking that all sections of an assignment are complete
• Not completing assignments with a high enough score

This guide shows you how to address all of the above issues.



Logging in



KBA has purchased Premium Seneca 
accounts for all pupils. 
These accounts already exist and are linked 
to school email addresses.
If you were at KBA last year, your password 
is the same as before.
For new year 7 and 12 students, your 
password is set to ‘seneca2020’ and you can 
then change your password.

If you have forgotten your password:
click Login  Forgot Password

This will allow to reset your password and 
pick a new one. Follow the instructions on 
screen.
You must use your correct school email 
address.



Finding your class



Click Classes and Assignments.
This is where you can see which classes you a member of, 
and keep track of assignments that have been set.

You have automatically been added to all 
of your classes from your timetable (for 
subjects that use Seneca).

If you ever need to join another class, you 
can click here and enter a code from your 
teacher.
Or they might give you a link to click on.



Completing Assignments



When you log in, your home 
screen looks like this. The 
background should be purple –
this shows you have a 
Premium account.
Contact your teacher if you do 
not have a purple background.

This section shows you 
assignments that have been 
set and need to be 
completed. There might be 
more than one assignment.

Click Start Learning to begin the 
assignment.
Click See More to view all of the 
sections in the assignment. They 
all need to be completed in 
order to complete the 
assignment.



When you click Start Learning, 
Seneca opens the Assignment.
The screen looks like this.

This is the Assignment.
Click the down arrow to see 
what section it contains.

You can see your score on 
each section, your 
progress, and the due 
date in the expanded view

Click Start Learning to begin



After completing a section, Seneca shows you how well you did and how far through the 
Assignment you are.
You can switch between these views by clicking the button at the bottom.

You can repeat the section by clicking Try Again. This will let you try to improve your score.
You can move on to the next section by clicking Continue. Your teacher might ask you to achieve a 
certain score (so you might need to do the section more than once!)



When an Assignment is complete, you see this 
screen with a big tick and each section is ticked

This only shows that you have 
completed the assignment – it 
does not mean that you have 
got everything correct!
If you do not see the green tick, 
you might have skipped a 
section. Go back and retry.



Make sure you are on 
the Assignments tab.

You can see at the side of the screen 
what percent you have got in each 
section.

You can click on a section to open it up 
and try it again. This is how you can 
improve your score.

Teachers might expect you to get 
a certain score in an assignment.
This is where you can check how 
you are doing and re-attempt 
sections



If you miss a deadline, or 
want to see your old 
assignments, click on the 
Classes & Assignments 
button



Look in the Past 
Assignments section. It 
shows you any assignments 
that have now gone past 
their due date. 
You can still complete them.



To make the most of 
Seneca, you can click one of 
these two buttons in any of 
the courses.

The first is ‘wrong answer 
mode’ - Seneca will show 
you sections you have got 
wrong before.

The second is ‘smart 
learning mode’ – Seneca 
will show you sections that 
will help improve your 
memory.

You can use these extra 
modes once you have 
completed several sections 
of a course.



How can parents get involved?

- Sign up for your own account
- Send a link to your child so you can view their progress




